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Message from ZMA’s Technical Manager for Fleet A (container) vessels
dated 22 May 2003 held onboard Maersk Doha:

“We have recently suffered again on one of our company
vessel ege fire resulting serious damage of ege.  It has
happened because soot (which can catch fire) has been
collected despite recent washing.

To avoid it proper procedure of gas side washing needs to be
followed:

All economisers have to be washed with sea water, using fire
pump, using huge of water must be used (all the time it is
necessary to monitor drain area – we have had cases with
dirty water and soot overflowing into m/e turbochargers).

Using sea water is essential, fresh wtr from fwg is soft and is
not able to clean oily soot, second essential factor is amount.

On completion of washing, with sea water rinsing with fresh
water (1-2 tons) needs to be carried out.  You need to carry
such washing at least once monthly.

Using karcher machine does not help at all, high pressure is
only on the first row, in same time amount of water is far too
small.

When at sea, soot cleaning system have to be used as well.
Vessels with solid brush cleaning system have to maintain
enough steel balls in the system and carry out calibration of
balls regularly. Too small balls are not good for cleaning and
need to be replaced.

If despite of all precautions fire still occurs, prompt and correct
action, as described below has to be arranged:

It is essential to attack fire with huge amount of water to
extinguish fire as quickly as possible to avoid temperature
raising and tubes/fins melting.  Some economisers are fitted
with fixed system over ege which can be supplied from fire
pump.  If such system is not existing we have to attack fire via
top manholes with fire hoses.  Main engine must be stopped
and drain from ege open to avoid water overflow to main eng
turbochargers”. [Sic]
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Relevant machinery monitoring and alarm system parameters



The parameters relevant to the auxiliary boiler and exhaust gas economiser
that were monitored by the machinery control system are listed below to
illustrate the information that would have been available to engineering staff.

Aux boiler Drum high level

Aux boiler Drum low level

Aux boiler Abnormal

Condensate Oil high

Aux boiler MDO service pump run

Aux boiler Steam pressure (0-16 Bar)

Aux boiler Steam outlet temperature (0-186 oC)

Condensate collection tank Low level

Boiler water Circulation pump running (Nos 1 & 2)

Boiler water Circulation pump failure (Nos 1& 2)

Feed water Pump running

Feed water Pump failure

Uninterruptible power supply Failure

Exhaust gas boiler Inlet temperature (0-600oC)

Exhaust gas boiler Outlet temperature (0-600oC)

High temperature warning 350oC

Infrasound cleaning system Abnormal

Soot blower Abnormal

Table B-1 Alarm system parameters
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Soot Deposits and Fires in Exhaust Gas Boiler, download
P280-04-04 April 2004 Soot fires in exhaust gas boilers

Soot fires in exhaust gas boilers
A fire in the exhaust gas boiler may develop
in two or three stages, see Fig.
15 and Ref. [2]. The ignition of soot normally
develops into a small and limited
fire, but under extreme conditions it
may develop into a high-temperature fire.
Ignition of soot
Ignition of soot may arise in the presence
of sufficient oxygen when the deposits
of combustible materials have a sufficiently
high temperature (higher than
the flash point) at which they will liberate
sufficient vapour, which may be ignited
by a spark or a flame.
The main constituent of the soot deposit
is particulates but, in addition, some
unburnt residues of fuel and lubricating
oils may be deposited in the boiler because
of faulty combustion equipment
and, in particular, in connection with
starting and low speed running of the
engine.
The potential ignition temperature of the
soot layer is normally in the region of
300-400ºC, but the presence of unburnt
oil may lower the ignition temperature
to approx. 150º C, and under extreme
conditions even down to 120ºC.
This means that ignition may also take
place after stop of the main engine as
a result of glowing particles (sparks)
remaining on the boiler tubes.
Small soot fires
Small soot fires in the boiler are most
likely to occur during manoeuvring with
the main engine in low load operation.
These fires do not cause damage to
the boiler, or damage is very limited, but
the fires should be carefully monitored.
Heat from the fire is mainly conducted
away with the circulation water and
steam and with the combustion gases.
High-temperature fires
Under certain conditions, a small soot
fire may develop into a high-temperature

fire. The photo in Fig. 16 shows an
example of an exhaust gas boiler which
has had a high-temperature fire, where
the boiler tubes have burned and melted.
The reactions involved here are (see also
stage 3 in Fig.15).
a. Hydrogen fire
This occurs because dissociation of
water into hydrogen and oxygen or, in
connection with carbon, into carbon
monoxide and hydrogen, may occur
under certain conditions. A hydrogen
fire may start if the temperature is
above 1000º C.
b. Iron fire
An iron fire means that the oxidation
of iron at high temperatures occurs at
a rate sufficiently high to make the
amount of heat release from the reactions
sustain the process. These
reactions may take place at a temperature
in excess of 1100º C.
In this connection, it is important to
realise that also water (H2O) may go
in chemical reaction with iron (Fe),
i.e. the use of the steam based soot
blower will feed the fire.
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